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Stockholm, May 13th 2014 

HERMES Medical Solutions receives order from The Christie NHS 

Foundation Trust in Manchester for the new HERMES Dosimetry 

SMART™ Workstation 

 

The new HERMES Dosimetry SMART™ Workstation provides fast and user-friendly tools to calculate the 

internal radiation dose distribution from Planar Whole Body and SPECT images. Before the administration of 

radionuclide therapy the dose to exposed sensitive healthy organs and the desired irradiating effect in 

cancerous tissue needs to be calculated. With the HERMES Dosimetry SMART™ Workstation, results are 

obtained within 15 minutes and avoid the errors inherent in manual or spreadsheet-based calculations. 

Results include OLINDA input file for independent verification. 

 

The Christie NHS Foundation Trust in Manchester is a specialist cancer centre offering: high-quality 

diagnosis, treatment and care; world-class research; and education in all aspects of cancer. A wide range of 

services are offered including specialist surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy, adult leukaemia, palliative and 

supportive care services for young people with cancer, and endocrinology. The trust is the largest single site 

cancer centre in Europe, serving a population of 3.2 million across Greater Manchester and Cheshire; and 

treating more than 40,000 patients a year. The clinical trials unit has around 400 trials ongoing at any time, 

making it the largest single site early phase trials unit in the world. The Christie is a European 

NeuroEndocrine Tumour Society Centre of Excellence. 
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Scientific Background Information 

The principles of radionuclide therapy (RNT) are as follows: a radiolabeled substance that targets cancer 

cells is injected into the patient’s bloodstream. The radioisotope decays and the emitted radiation destroys 

the cancer cells. If the radiation contains gamma rays, these can be detected by a gamma camera, which, 

when used in conjunction with the HERMES Dosimetry SMART™ Workstation, provides a 

quantitatively-accurate computer image of the distribution of the radiolabeled substance within the patient. 

The new HERMES Dosimetry SMART™ Workstation also provides the ability to accurately calculate 

whole body radiation dose and dose per organ quickly and efficiently. With the HERMES Dosimetry 

SMART™ Workstation tools, this dosimetry analysis forms part of a streamlined workflow, allowing a full 

patient dosimetry analysis to be performed in just 15 minutes – a practical timescale in the busy clinics of 

today. The HERMES Dosimetry SMART™ Workstation tools also avoid the errors inherent in manual or 

spreadsheet-based calculations. 

The HERMES Dosimetry SMART™ Workstation uses regions and volumes of interest to determine activity 

for each imaging time point, numerically fitting the time-activity curve, and integrating the time activity curve 

to find the cumulative activity for each organ and target cancer lesion. This cumulative activity is normalized 

to the injected activity to generate a list of residence times for each source organ and lesion. The values are 

then evaluated through the MIRD S‐Value criteria to generate a dose per organ scaled to injected activity. 

The HERMES Dosimetry SMART™ Workstation can be used before, during and after RNT. In pre‐therapy 

dosimetry, the patient is administered a much smaller amount of the treatment isotope. Dosimetry can be 

performed on this low-dose scan. The final administered dose for the RNT can then be based on patient 

specific data of the balance between the desired irradiating effect in cancerous tissue and a tolerable dose to 

exposed sensitive healthy organs, such as liver and kidneys. In post‐therapy dosimetry the HERMES 

Dosimetry SMART™ Workstation is used to predict prognosis of the RNT and support clinical doctors to 

decide if the patient can be given another therapy cycle. 

 

Please contact Hermes Medical Solutions at info@hermesmedical.com for further information. 
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